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Around the same time, US energy companies began evolving the aging electrical distribution system, or grid, with new technologies to make the grid more efficient and reliable. This evolving system is referred to as the "Smart Grid." 4 As DoD and private industry evolve their energy production, distribution, and consumption apparatus, does it make sense for DoD installations to develop smart grids and what are the various risks and advantages to participating in smart grid development?
The purpose of this paper is to explore the relationships and highlight the risks surrounding DoD electricity initiatives, federally mandated energy policies, and the evolving North American electrical distribution system. First, this paper will highlight recent energy policies affecting DoD installations. Next, the paper will broadly define the North American electrical distribution system, trace its evolution, and explain the basic principles behind the electrical distribution system, or grid. Once the basic electrical grid is defined, this paper will describe the planned future of the electrical distribution system and the key components of that system. Having outlined the future of the electrical system, this paper will identify DoD energy mandates and discuss renewable energy projects before delving into a discussion of risks to the DoD electricity supply. Next, this paper will discuss the different ways DoD installations can implement electricity policy and technology, as well as methods DoD can stimulate new electricity technology. Finally, this paper will attempt to draw some conclusions as to how or whether DoD should participate in the evolution of the electrical system.
The Department of Defense maintains 300,000 buildings and 2.2 billion square feet of space, three times the footprint of Wal-Mart and five times that of the General Services Administration. 5 The Department spends $4 billion a year on "facility energy"
to power these buildings. 6 Perhaps with these realities in mind, the Energy Policy Act of 2005 and other more recent initiatives are driving the DoD to invest significantly in renewable energy resources like solar, wind, and geothermal, as well as energy efficient vehicles. The stated purpose of these investments is to meet federally mandated goals, lower operating costs, stimulate technology, and to improve energy security against a myriad of threats: physical, fiscal, natural, and cyber. 7 The highest levels of the federal government understand the implications of energy security. The stated purpose of the EPA2005 was "to ensure jobs for our future with secure, affordable, and reliable energy." 8 The The reasons for changing the existing installation energy apparatus are diverse.
One major reason is cost. In the fiscally constrained environment that the DoD operates in, utilities are a "must pay" bill. Before conducting a more detailed discussion of energy security and revolutionary energy technology, it is important first to understand the basics of the electricity industry and the electrical distribution network.
The electricity industry of today is comprised of four distinct functions:
generation, transmission, distribution, and system operations. 13 Electricity is generated from either fossil fuels (coal, natural gas, or oil), nuclear, or renewable (solar, wind, biomass, ocean, hydroelectric, geothermal) resources. The most common and largest forms of electrical generation come from power plants that use fossil fuels, hydroelectric, and nuclear energy. These large power generation plants are also the most expensive to build and operate. Once the electricity is produced, it needs to be transmitted to the users. Electricity is transmitted over high-voltage, high-capacity transmission lines of various sizes to distribution locations hundreds of miles away.
These high-voltage transmission lines deliver the electricity to a distribution network of substations, transformers and ultimately to the consumer for use.
Overseeing the entire process, from generation to consumption at the wall socket, is the most important part of the system --the system operations network. The system operations network is critical to the electrical distribution system because electricity cannot be easily stored so it must be generated in anticipation of demand.
Additionally, supplied electrical energy must always equal or exceed demand, a term known as balancing. In order to maintain a balanced electrical supply, generation and transmission must be monitored and controlled in real time, twenty four hours a day, to ensure a consistent and ample flow of electricity. This real time balancing requires the cooperation and coordination of hundreds of electricity industry participants. 14 , to include 99% of the electrical energy DoD installations consume. 17 The method of electricity production and distribution in use today has evolved significantly over time but the basic premise has remained largely unchanged since its inception. Edison of Chicago would expand paying customers from ten thousand to two hundred thousand, all while reducing rates. 19 The explosion of electricity usage and the expansion of the grid would make its way to more rural areas of the country by the 1930's. The Tennessee Valley Authority, or TVA, was a massive jobs program during the great depression of the 1930's that is best known for being a producer of electrical power through the building of hydroelectric dams. 20 The TVA raised electrical usage in the valley from fifty percent below the U.S average to twenty five percent above the U.S.
average, bringing electricity to rural America. 21 This series of independent city electrical grids continued to grow and spread throughout the country and eventually gave way to three regional interconnections that comprise the national electrical grid of today.
Throughout the expansion and evolution of the grid, the basic concepts of production and distribution remained the same. Supply must always equal or exceed demand. When demand exceeds supply, whole blocks of a city lose power (controlled load shedding) in order to prevent whole cities from losing power (catastrophic system collapse). In reality, the grid is much more complex than simple supply and demand.
The grid is about reliability maintained through adequacy (over-production) and operating reliability (redundancy). 22 The grid is about managing large and small problems. In the grid generators go bad, transmission lines break, and all the while voltage and frequency control mandates for the system must be maintained. The grid is also about cracked wire insulation, frayed wires, or water leaks in underground power lines. 23 All of these challenges occur on a daily basis and are managed with little impact to the consumer, thanks to reliability.
Occasionally the challenges to the grid are catastrophic. November 9, 1965 was such a day when thirty million people lost power in the northeastern United States and southeastern Ontario, Canada due to the cascading effects of tripped high-voltage transmission line relays. 24 New York City and Toronto were among the affected cities and some customers were without power for 13 hours. 25 Catastrophe would strike again on August 14, 2003 when fifty million people in the northeastern and midwestern U.S. and Ontario, Canada would lose power due to the cascading effects of untrimmed tree limbs contacting high-voltage transmission lines. 26 As a result of these catastrophes, much has been done to improve the reliability of the electrical grid but reliability is only part of the battle.
In addition to increasing the reliability of the grid, additional production capability fed increased electricity demand. While the pace of projected electrical demand growth decreased over the last ten years from 1.79% to 1.23%, the long term assessment remains for demand to continue to increase. 27 Complicating the long term forecast are impacts such as pending environmental regulations that could significantly affect older, more pollution generating coal powered generation plants. These environmental regulations may cause significant generator retirements or tight compliance schedules requiring generation to be brought offline for updating. 28 Aging production capability, tighter environmental regulations, renewed concerns over nuclear power, and increased demand are all elements negatively affecting long term production on the grid. These combined negative impacts are in part driving both the evolution to the smart grid and increased usage of renewable resources. Having laid out the history of the electrical grid, the forecast for electrical demand, and some factors affecting future electrical production, we will now discuss the "smart grid" and how it can contribute to DoD and the nation.
The electrical grid of today is extremely complex and resilient, operating without fault better than 99% of the time. But as demand continues to grow, efficiencies need to be found in all aspects of the electrical system: production, transmission, distribution, system operations, and consumption. Early efficiencies included awareness programs like Con Edison's "Save a Watt" program. 29 The program educates consumers and encourages them to think about what electricity they use, when they use it, and how they can reduce their overall consumption by investing in home insulation or lower voltage light bulbs. These awareness initiatives address the demand side of the problem. Legislative initiatives, like EISA2007, requiring more efficient appliances like air conditioners and refrigerators also helped slow the pace of demand. 30 Over time, the efficiency gains from these initiatives plateaued requiring additional measures to ensure sustained levels of electric reliability across the grid. The next step in evolving the electrical grid was the concept of the smart grid.
EISA2007 established a federal policy to modernize the electric utility transmission and distribution system to maintain reliability and infrastructure protection through the development of the "smart grid." 31 The term "smart grid" refers to a distribution system that allows for the flow of information from a customer's meter in two directions: both inside the house to thermostats, appliances, and other devices, and from the house back to the utility. 32 The same concept applies to industrial and commercial consumer markets. Furthermore, the smart grid includes a variety of operational and energy measures including smart meters, smart appliances, renewable energy resources, and energy efficiency resources. 33 One goal of the smart grid is to use advanced, information-based technologies to increase power grid efficiency, reliability, and flexibility, and reduce the rate at which additional electric utility infrastructure needs to be built. At the consumer end, the smart grid will allow appliances to be turned off or down, or operations delayed during periods of high electrical demand, or high electrical cost. This smart grid capability is known as demand response. 34 For example, a major department store chain in the Northeast outfitted all its stores with smart meters. When the balancing authority sees electrical demand nearing supply, it signals, perhaps through a curtailment service provider, for each building to institute barely perceptible changes in lighting and air conditioning temperatures to reduce the aggregate demand on the electrical system. 35 This negative generation, or negawatt, allows the electricity to be sent elsewhere. 36 Similar efficiencies can be gained through smart grid technology innovations at the distribution, transmission, and production levels.
Having broadly defined what the smart grid is, now let's take a look at some of the components of smart grid.
According to the Department of Energy, the Key Technological Areas (KTA) of the smart grid are: integrated two-way communication, advanced components, advanced control methods, sensing and measuring technologies, improved interfaces and decision support, and applications of smart grid technology. 37 Integrated two-way communications rely on automatic meter reading technologies to allow two-way communications to and from the producer and the consumer. For example, in the current grid the utility company relies on consumers to call and report a power outage.
In contrast, the smart grid would utilize two-way communication to allow the operators to know, at the time of loss, when a certain section of the grid was out of power.
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Advanced components include smart devices, excess electricity storage devices (batteries), fault tolerance, diagnostic equipment, and areas of superconductivity.
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Advanced control methods will enable real time diagnosis and timely response to events (changes in current flow, fault location and isolation) through new methods and algorithms, significantly shortening or eliminating power outages. 40 Sensing and
Measuring technologies include smart meters and the associated infrastructure, to include cyber-security, which allow the transformation of data into information. 41 In order to support the significant increase in information provided by the smart grid, improved interfaces and decision support systems will be required to allow operators and managers to make decisions quickly. 42 For example, the computer and control systems that keep the electrical grid balanced transmit about twenty five terabytes of information every two to four seconds. 43 The full fielding of smart grid technology will inundate the control system and require improved human machine interfaces to simplify the data. 44 Finally, applications of smart grid technology allow consumers to make real time decision on electricity consumption and help determine ways to reduce costs instead of waiting for a monthly bill. 45 The evolving smart grid and energy regulations represent for the DoD both an opportunity for savings and increased security as well as the potential for financial and operational risk. The relationship of risks and opportunities will be explored next.
As previously identified, the legislative mandates direct the DoD to reduce total energy consumption, increase the use of renewable resources, and to begin constructing facilities that will be net zero for electrical consumption (produce as much as they consume). 46 The savings values, in terms of long term savings, are fairly clear considering the mandates. If twenty five percent of electricity came from renewable resources, it could equate to $1 Billion dollars a year in savings, minus procurement and maintenance costs. 47 To better understand the potential renewable projects and savings, let us first examine some of the existing renewable energy projects within the DoD. One of the oldest existing DoD renewable projects, begun in 1987, is the U.S.
Navy's geothermal power plant located at the Naval Air Weapons Station in China Lake,
California. This series of geothermal power plants produces a peak power output of 270 megawatts. 48 While none of the electricity produced is directly consumed by the base (a private company leases the land from the Navy), it represents an example of future production potential. In more recent years, photovoltaic (PV), also known as solar panels, renewable energy projects have become much more prevalent, especially in the Southwestern United States. One such project is the Nellis Air Force Base 72,000 solar panel project which produces fourteen megawatts of electricity. The Nellis plant produces twenty five percent of the base's total power consumed. 49 There are a myriad of other renewable energy projects in service or under development by all the services, across the United States, including geothermal, solar, wind turbine and biomass. DoD renewable energy projects may go a long way towards reducing installation operating costs but there are several challenges with most renewable resources if they are intended to contribute towards energy security. The first problem is current business practices. Because most of the DoD's renewable energy projects are fully connected to the pubic grid and not "islanded" (islanding is the complete disconnection of installation electricity from the public grid), safety concerns prohibit the renewable projects from generating power during a widespread outage. The local utility does not want the base's renewable power feeding the grid while utility workers are trying to repair power lines. 50 The solution is as simple as creating a disconnection switch between the military installation and the public utility but it appears most installations do not have this capability yet, in part due to costs levied by the utility companies for this capability.
By far, the largest challenge to the use of renewable energy comes from production dependability. Remembering that electricity is produced in anticipation of demand, consider that the sun does not always shine and the wind does not always blow when the electricity is needed. Wind and solar power are variable and uncertain.
In order to become a reliable source of energy to support critical mission functions Renewable energy use faces another challenge --grid integration. Integration of these variable and uncertain electricity resources to the installation grid will require upgrading the electrical infrastructure to perform system operation with smart grid systems. Overly simplified, without an integrated installation smart grid, in the event of a power outage, the installation generated renewable power will attempt to flow to all consumers, and thus fail. The power supply needs to be controlled and balanced or the system will collapse due to over demand. In summary, the installation will need a smart grid to route the renewable generated power to the mission critical consumers during an electrical outage, and bypass all nonessential consumers. Once an installation overcomes the challenges to integrating renewable resources, the next priority becomes reducing costs.
Regardless of the level of renewable energy resources an installation employs, one of the goals of the federal mandates is overall reduction in costs for installation energy. Besides renewable energy resources and efficiencies gained through energy efficient new construction or remodeling, the final method to reduce costs is through smart metering. EPA2005 mandated the use of "advanced meters" to reduce electricity use in federal buildings, but advanced meters do not necessarily equal smart meters. One of the risks to the DoD installation electrical supply is preexisting and illustrated in the beginning of this paper --natural events. Certainly catastrophic natural disasters like Hurricane Katrina are low probability events, but there are a myriad of other natural events that routinely negatively affect the electrical distribution system.
The most frequent risks are thunderstorms, ice and snow storms, and high winds.
These natural events can cause localized power outages lasting minutes to days.
Additional natural events that occur less frequently include earthquakes, floods, and fires. While less frequent, these events potentially produce longer disruption times due to the magnitude of their destructive power. Locally installed renewable energy systems and smart grid technology can mitigate this risk.
A second risk to the installation power supply is increasing demand. Despite the recent overall decrease in electricity demand due to the recession, the long term forecast continues to show an increase in electrical demand. If electrical production cannot keep up with demand due to aging or obsolete equipment, environmental regulation, or increased demand due to climate change (increased demand for air conditioning), the result can be rolling blackouts. 52 Conversely, new production capability is expensive to build and will likely result in increased utility costs to all consumers, the DoD included.
A third area of risk to the installation power supply is physical attack. Power plants, high-voltage transmission lines, distribution stations and sub-stations are all potentially vulnerable to physical attack. While many power plants employ strong physical security measures, the long miles of transmission lines and the myriad of distribution stations can be targets for dedicated adversaries intent on creating havoc. 53 While the grid is extremely resilient, the underlying physical elements (high voltage transformers, transmission lines, etc.) are kept in limited spares, are expensive to replace, have long procurement timelines, and are often produced in foreign countries. 54 The loss of multiple critical assets through some dedicated and coordinated attack could result in significant long term power disruptions.
Finally, the risk at the nexus of the smart grid evolution and installation energy modernization is cyber-attack. As previously identified, the heart of the smart grid is the two-way communications throughout the grid, from consumer to utility. To illustrate the cyber-attack threat, in a recent report sponsored by the security technology company
McAfee and the Center for Strategic and International Studies, it was reported that forty six percent of the electricity sector respondents found the virus Stuxnet on their computer systems. 55 The threats to the underlying smart grid communication network are diverse with various points of potential access. One area of major concern is field equipment.
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Field equipment is comprised of the smart meters themselves, and other smart devices within the distribution chain. If someone were able to gain physical access to a smart meter, it could serve as the injection point for a software virus into the whole advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). 57 A second concern is wireless smart meter networks.
Many smart meters communicate amongst themselves through wireless networks and there is a very real concern these wireless networks could become access points for software viruses. 58 A third area of concern is the technology in use to communicate between elements of the smart grid and the lack of a security standard. The evolution from "the grid" to "the smart grid" means updates to grid control systems -transmission upgrades, distribution automation and substation automation, and smart meters. 59 The whole of the smart grid, and its individual parts, are lacking from a federally mandated and enforced smart grid security standard.
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The lack of a smart grid security standard creates several challenges. First, the lack of standardization slows the procurement and implementation of smart grid technologies due to uncertainty over future compliance. 61 An investment today may be negated in the future by emerging standards. Second, the lack of standardization creates the risk that procured systems might not be interoperable with other systems among the various utilities and balancing authorities due to different security protocols.
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Finally, the lack of standardization is, in part, a fiscal issue. The rates power companies can charge are mandated by public utility commissions. 63 The costs for transitioning from "the grid" to "the smart grid" are not necessarily included in the approved rates. As such, power companies must either get approval for rate increases to cover the cost of smart grid technology or find alternate ways to pay for the significant investment in technology.
Given that the DoD is investing in so much renewable energy production and advanced metering, if not smart metering, how does the DoD integrate smart grid technology at the installation level to achieve the greatest efficiencies?
There are two ways to look at how DoD installations could implement smart grid technology. The first way to look at integration is in the concept of a "behind the meter"
or "micro-grid." Behind the meter refers to any action, like diesel generators use or solar power integration, which takes place behind the public utility meter for which the electric company only sees a reduced electric consumption. Micro-grids are integrated energy systems consisting of multiple electrical generation resources and multiple electrical loads operating as a single, autonomous grid either in parallel or islanded from local utility power. 64 In the behind the meter concept the installation smart grid, with or without renewable electrical production systems, does not communicate to the public electrical grid. Electricity comes into the installation via an electrical distribution substation where it is further distributed to transformers and then the end users. When operating behind the meter, advanced or smart meters communicate to a control system inside the installation but they do not communicate outside the installation substation. The advantage of behind the meter operation is additional physical and cyber security since installation power production, consumption, and communication remains visible and controllable only by the installation. One disadvantage is that behind the meter requires a significant investment in technology to facilitate local system operations. However, if the installation employs renewable electricity production capability, it probably already possesses much of the system operations technology.
Taken in combination with installation back-up generator power and renewable power generation capability, an installation with fully integrated smart grid technologies can be self-reliant for mission critical functions during a power outage. While an installation operating behind the meter does gain added physical and cyber security, they lose the ability to participate in demand response efficiencies (fiscal security) of the public smart grid, at least for now.
The second way for DoD installations to integrate smart grid technology would be through full smart grid integration with the public utility supplier. The first and largest advantage to the installation is the ability to participate in automated demand response.
The installation that participates fully in the smart grid will gain financially through pricing incentives offered to large consumers that participate in demand response. Still another advantage of investing in smart grid technological evolution is in the area of cyber-protection. An installation smart grid can itself become an area of technological development, whether through government sanctioned testing for cybervulnerabilities or from an actual cyber-attack. 68 Many DoD installations are the equivalent of small cities. As such, DoD installations have the potential to become test beds for almost any portion of the smart grid except large scale power production.
Federal, including DoD, energy policies set the stage for a significant investment in both renewable energy production capabilities and smart grid infrastructure development. The legacy electrical grid has evolved about as far as it can and is now giving way to full scale implementation of smart grid technologies across the electrical production and distribution system. While in its relative infancy, the developing smart grid needs strong guidance from the federal government. Federal oversight is needed to develop policy, establish sound security protocols, and ensure redundancy and resiliency are maintained. While the Department of Energy (DOE) and several other federal and non-profit private organizations are responsible for most of the smart grid guidance and regulation, these organizations are not operators or consumers. DOE needs industry support and compliance to develop the smart grid. Only then can the DoD and the individual military installations, as has been identified in this paper, play a significant role in the positive development and proof of concept or testing of the smart grid.
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As a long term reality, DoD installation's face many risks to the security of their future electrical power: physical, fiscal, natural, and cyber. Natural disasters like hurricanes and ice storms will continue to produce power outages that hamper an installations ability to conduct operations. The sheer size of the national electric distribution grid will prohibit complete and comprehensive physical, natural, and cyber security of the system as well. In the fiscal security arena, electrical power will remain a utility bill installations must pay and increased demand, without an increase in production capability, will drive the price of electricity higher. Whether an individual military installation decides to participate in smart grid technologies in front or behind the meter will remain, for the short term, a factor of many different variables and is manifesting itself today in a strategy of gradual implementation. First, many utility companies are not yet capable of implementing all the elements of smart grid technology. Second, installations may not have renewable energy production sources that necessitate investment in system operations technologies. Finally, some installations energy infrastructure may be too sensitive to exposed to cyber-attack.
There are definitive risks to the individual installation and its electrical infrastructure in participating in smart grid development but the balance of risk versus gain, depending on the installation, can be found. Congress, with their mandates, and the Department of Defense have taken the larger perspective and determined the institutional risks are worth the long term gains in order to spur continued evolution of the smart grid for the greater security of the country.
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